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Abstract
The case of the so-called Gospel of Jesus’ Wife lays bare all the problems of 
research on early Christian manuscripts. We have here a manuscript of unknown 
provenance, a private collector wishing to protect his anonymity, an academic 
institution hungry for media interest, and, last but not least, the ideological 
bias of a scholar. In the end, the manuscript proved to be a modern forgery. 
However, we know this without any serious doubt not thanks to laboratory 
analyses and more traditional paleographic or historical studies. The issue 
was not resolved until a professional journalist conducted a journalistic inves-
tigation. If this method of verification of manuscript authenticity joins the 
others, it would be an undisputable benefit of this whole four-year-long saga.
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Introduction
Almost all the most important manuscripts that bring us 
knowledge about the religion and culture of late ancient Egypt 
came to light not in the course of systematic and duly documented 
excavations but via the antiquarian market, which means uncon-
trolled digging (sometimes close to plundering) and a chain of 
agents. Examples include the Nag Hammadi codices (Robinson 
2014, pp. 1–119), the Codex Tchacos (Myszor, 2006, pp. 9–12; 
Nongbri, 2018, pp. 95–96), the Cologne Mani Codex (Koenen, 
1973), the Manichaean codices from Medinet Madi (Gardner, 
Lieu, 1996, p. 148), the library of the White Monastery etc.
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When lack of knowledge about the provenance of a manu-
script is the standard rather than the exception, forgeries are 
much easier to procure. The falsification of ancient papyri has its 
origin at the very dawn of modern papyrology and codicology. 
We can find biblical papyri forged by Constantinos Simonides 
(Jones, 2015, 369–373) already in the 1860s, but the problem of 
forgeries is still one of the most heatedly debated. In November 
2018, many scholars published an open letter to Brill publishing 
house regarding a 2016 volume containing biblical fragments 
(bought by private collectors in the years 2009–2014) allegedly 
found in the Dead Sea area. So far, five of them have already 
been identified as modern forgeries (Mazza, 2018). In the light 
of such facts, it has become urgently necessary to diagnose the 
weak points in academia that forgers target. Success depends on 
the application of procedures that allow effective identification 
of forgeries. For these challenges, a case study of the so-called 
Gospel of Jesus’ Wife (GJW) seems particularly instructive.
Outline of the saga
In July 2010, a private collector who wanted to protect his 
identity contacted Karen King, a professor at Harvard Divinity 
School, and informed her about a papyrus in his possession which 
mentions the married status of Jesus. In 2011, he renewed his 
proposal with a suggestion that he had already found a willing 
buyer but preferred to give the manuscript to an academic insti-
tution. The owner never claimed the manuscript was authentic. 
He even asked for its authenticity to be verified. He said he 
had purchased a lot comprising six Coptic papyri in November 
1999 from Hans-Ulrich Laukamp, who reportedly bought them 
in Potsdam in 1963. The proof of the transaction was a pho-
tocopy of a sale agreement. The owner also gave King further 
documentation:
– a copy of a letter from H.-U. Laukamp to Peter Munro 
from 1982. Munro, an Egyptologist himself, relates in the let-
ter his consultation with Gebhard Fecht who had recognized 
a fragment of the Gospel according to John among the papyri;
– an undated note by Munro who, once again referring to 
Fecht, mentions a piece of papyrus containing the words said 
by Jesus: ‘my wife’;
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– a graphic file with an interlinear translation of the Coptic 
text into English (presented in public in August 2015).
Before making any public announcement about the papy-
rus, King consulted with some of the most eminent scholars on 
papyrology and the Coptic language: Roger Bagnall, AnneMarie 
Luijendijk, and Ariel Shisha-Halevy.
On September 18, 2012, during the International Congress 
of Coptic Studies held in Rome, King delivered a paper under 
the title “A New Coptic Gospel Fragment” which, although it 
might spark interest among specialists, did not suggest any wider 
attention outside that circle. The scrap of papyrus has no title, 
but King labelled it provocatively as the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife. 
At the time, a draft of her paper was published on the Harvard 
Divinity School website. The final text did not appear in the 
conference proceedings but was published in the Harvard Theo-
logical Review in 2014 (King, 2014a).
Before the discovery was announced to academics at the con-
gress, Harvard Divinity School informed the media: The New 
York Times, The Boston Globe and Smithsonian magazine. The 
Smithsonian Channel planned to produce a one-hour-long doc-
umentary about the papyrus with the intention of broadcasting 
it on September 30. Since severe doubts about the authenticity 
of the manuscript appeared, the broadcast was cancelled, but 
work on it had definitely started before September 18. Ariel 
Sabar, a freelance journalist, interviewed King already two weeks 
ahead of the Roman congress (Lied, 2016, p. 5); the interview 
was published on the Smithsonian magazine website already on 
September 17. The day after the official presentation of the dis-
covery, a special press conference was organized in Rome. From 
the very beginning, the press tried to interpret King’s paper in 
line with political implications, suggesting that Rome was not 
chosen for the place of the announcement by mere chance (Sabar, 
2012b). Such active involvement of the media, exploring new and 
unexpected aspects of the case, enabled Liv Ingeborg Lied to call 
the whole process a “saga” (Lied, 2016, pp. 2–3).
Mechanism of mystifi cation
Following the story of the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife, we can 
clearly recognize that a skilled forger is not enough to ensure 
an effective mystification. At least three elements are required:
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1. A forger. Now revealed as the owner of the papyrus, Walter 
Fritz never confessed to fabricating it, and his case was never put 
before a court, but abundant circumstantial evidence gathered in 
the course of a journalistic investigation by Ariel Sabar (2016) is 
very convincing. Fritz graduated in Egyptology in Germany and 
was a PhD student, so he knew enough to produce a successful 
forgery. Although his possible motives remain unclear, he had 
a few good reasons to launch a mystification (financial profits, 
revenge for personal failures, popularization of his ideas; for each 
of them there is enough support in the documentation provided 
by Sabar; see also Depuydt, 2014, 176–177).
2. A scholar. Karen King was deeply engaged in feminist 
interpretation of early Christianity. She highlighted the vital role 
of women in the early decades of the new religion, later relegated 
to the margins by patriarchal clericalism (King, 1988; King, 
1997; King, 2003). She was by no means isolated in her inter-
pretations, despite the fact that part of public opinion regarded 
such views as ideologically biased: “Mary Magdalene has become 
a project for a certain kind of ideologically committed feminist 
scholarship” (Woodward, 2003). Already the first reactions to 
her paper noted that the papyrus as a potential forgery might 
be a deliberate attempt to compromise the feminist approach. 
3. An institution. Media coverage of the discovery and the crea-
tion of an ‘event’ restricted to selected media as a piece of exclusive 
news would be virtually impossible without the involvement of an 
academic institution like Harvard Divinity School. King’s role in 
this process remains unknown. This dynamic between academia 
and the media resulted in a strategy of promotion that had the 
label “the Gospel of Jesus’ wife” at its center – a title without 
a doubt chosen with full awareness of its reception in the media.
Mechanisms of demystifi cation
From the very moment of the public presentation of the papy-
rus, its authenticity was put into question. We can point to three 
approaches taken to verify or negate the genuineness of the manuscript.
1. Laboratory analyses
The papyrus was subjected to various laboratory tests and could 
be counted among the scientifically best analyzed manuscripts 
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in history. The decision of Harvard Divinity School deserves 
appreciation, because the owners of ancient manuscripts (includ-
ing institutions) often do not allow destructive analyses (such 
as radiocarbon dating) for fear of the early dating of objects in 
their possession being challenged (Nongbri, 2018, 270). On the 
other hand, however, the official website devoted to the Gospel 
(https://gospelofjesusswife.hds.harvard.edu/) contains no other 
results besides these scientific analyses, as if laboratory tests 
alone could resolve the issue once and for all.
a. Radiocarbon analysis resulted in dates ranging from the 
7th to the 9th century AD (Tuross, 2014; Cf. King, 2014, p. 135)
b. Raman analysis proved that the ink used on the papyrus 
does not differ from ancient ink recipes (King, 2014, pp. 134–135)
c. Fourier-transform infrared microspectroscopy proved the 
homogeneity of the chemical composition of the papyrus in all 
its parts and showed that the patterns of oxidation are compat-
ible with ancient manuscripts.
d. Scrutiny of the damaged area of the papyrus did not prove 
the presence of ink on the lower layer of the fibers, which would 
indicate that the ink was put on previously damaged material 
(Choat, 2014, p. 160–161).
As long as the discussion on the manuscript’s authenticity 
only centered on scientific methods, no definitive conclusion 
could be reached. Although there was no proof against the phys-
ical authenticity of the papyrus, nevertheless forgery of the texts 
was not excluded. We need to bear in mind that a skilled forger 
is fully aware of standard scientific procedures (and we indeed 
know that Fritz used to apply infrared to read pharaonic papyri, 
Sabar, 2016), and that even an amateur can buy an ancient scrap 
of blank papyrus online and produce an imitation of an ancient 
ink at home. Indeed, it turns out to be relatively easy to fabri-
cate a fake that would positively pass laboratory examination. In 
such a case, the cult of hard science would make demystification 
even more difficult.
2. “Traditional” methods of verifi cation
Already in September 2012, a draft of King’s paper appeared 
online. Also, another scrap bought together with the GJW, con-
taining a fragment of the Gospel according to John, was also 
publicized and relatively quickly identified as a forgery (Bąk, 
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2016b). The text of the Gospel was immediately caught in a heavy 
crossfire of criticism. Interestingly, a detailed discussion took 
place not only (even not predominantly) in peer-review journals 
but on scholarly blogs. 
Paleographic analyses did not unanimously prove whether 
this was a modern forgery. When some scholars pointed to the 
untypical ductus of the writing and the application of a brush 
instead of a pen (kalamos) (Lundhaug, Suciu, 2012), others gave 
examples of authentic papyri featuring the same specification 
(Choat, 2014). In the case of paleography, the lack of definitive 
conclusions is indeed the rule rather than the exception.
The accumulation of meaningful phrases on such a tiny and 
mutilated scrap of papyrus also fell under suspicion. Hugo Lun-
dhaug and Alin Suciu write that “we welcome anyone to try to 
cut out a piece of this size from any literary codex from late 
antiquity and get a result that is as easy as this one to make 
sense of and interpret” (Lundhaug, Suciu, 2012). But also in 
this case, other scholars disagree, accentuating the difficulty of 
putting the separate phrases together into coherent passages that 
would fit into the limited space of the lost parts of the papyrus 
(Watson, 2012b).
Textual relations between the GJW and the Gospel of Thomas 
(preserved in the second codex from Nag Hammadi) were evident 
to scholars from the beginning of the discussion. Nevertheless, 
they differ in the conclusions drawn from that fact. For some, 
the Gospel of Thomas was the source of textual excerpts used to 
fabricate a patchwork (Depuydt, 2014; Bąk, 2016a, pp. 74–82), 
for King the dependence was only on a literary level – nothing 
unexpected in the Christian Apocrypha (King, 2014a, p.  157; 
King, 2014b, p. 193).
More intriguing was the fact that the pattern of the lines 
of text in the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife is the same as in the Nag 
Hammadi manuscript (and editions) of the Gospel of Thomas 
(Watson, 2012a). Especially striking is the first line, which begins 
and ends in almost perfect accordance with the divisions in the 
Nag Hammadi codex (NHC II 49,36 – 50 ,1 = GosThom log. 
101,1–2, Gathercole, 2015, 304–305). Besides this, the GJW has 
many orthographic and syntactical peculiarities that cannot be 
explained by purely literary interdependence between the two 
texts. The only possible solution was the direct dependence of 
King’s manuscript on the Nag Hammadi codex, which appears 
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extremely unlikely, especially since we would have to assume 
a very faithful tradition of the GJW text throughout the four 
centuries after the Nag Hammadi codex was buried in the 4th 
(or 5th) century (Gathercole, 2015, 302–312).
It was even possible to trace that the forger used an interlin-
ear translation by Mike Grondin published online as a pdf file 
in 2002. The Gospel of Jesus’ Wife duplicates a typographical 
error making the Coptic text grammatically incorrect (Gather-
cole, 2015, 304–305). Similarly, the English translation provided 
by the owner of the papyrus comes from the same edition. It 
is reasonable to think that the forger reassembled the phrases 
isolated from their original context in the Coptic as well as in 
the English text (Bernhard, 2017). Although some errors occur 
in the translation, they might have been made deliberately to 
suggest a lack of language expertise (according to the owner, 
the translation was made by a Coptic priest).
Besides many doubts raised by the text itself, King’s interpre-
tation of the fragmentarily preserved lines was based on a formula 
unattested in any other early Christian text. Undeniably, some 
Christians were interested in the special role of Mary Magdalene 
in the circle of Jesus’ disciples, some texts even testified that 
she was thought to be initiated in a special way into his salvific 
mission. However, not a single text recognizes Mary Magdalene 
as Jesus’ wife; not one even suggests that Jesus was married at 
all (Myszor, 2013, 170–172; Gathercole, 2015, 294–302). Mean-
while, this is the path King’s interpretation follows, and it is no 
wonder that far-reaching speculation exploded in some media 
and among a wider audience (Sabar, 2012b), though King never 
suggested that the papyrus could contribute something to our 
knowledge about the historical Jesus.
3. Journalistic investigation
Although the heated discussion among biblical scholars and 
papyrologists provided solid premises for forgery, arguments 
based on the laboratory tests, as being founded on hard sci-
ence, were put forward all the time against evaluation based on 
paleography (which actually was not unequivocal), content and 
historical probability. The involvement of a professional journalist 
was crucial for breaking this stalemate. Ariel Sabar had covered 
the saga from its start and, when the suspicion of forgery was 
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raised, conducted a thorough investigation in the United States 
and Germany (Sabar, 2016). There is no place or need here to 
summarize the whole story. His article in The Atlantic is worth 
reading not only because of the facts but also for its admirable 
journalistic methodology. The reconstructed history behind the 
GJW turns out to be exceptionally sensational. Sabar used many 
methods to obtain information. He combined online resources 
(starting from web browsing, through searching publicly avail-
able databases on persons and companies, to research on porn 
fora, which also yielded some important pieces of the puzzle), 
personal interviews (with members of families, former employ-
ees and familiars of persons mentioned in the documents given 
to King and others deduced from them), verification of the 
authenticity of modern documentation, and even reading The 
Da Vinci Code (this – it appears – might have been the forger's 
inspiration). None of these methods belongs to the repertoire of 
a biblical scholar or papyrologist.
Conclusions
Some more general conclusions can be drawn from the whole 
discussion over the authenticity of the GJW. On the one hand, 
it is very clear now that neither traditional judgements based 
on the experience and intuition of scholars nor laboratory tests 
(which is especially worth underlining) are able to provide defini-
tive arguments when we are dealing with a tangle of personal, 
institutional and media business interests. This is especially the 
case when the truth about a given artefact lies not only in itself 
but also in the complicated biographies and shady transactions 
that contributed to its creation. It seems that the space for jour-
nalists in the process of discovering the past has become much 
wider than before. In September 2016, at a conference focused 
on manuscript forgeries, besides scholars the speakers were also 
journalists participating on equal terms: Ariel Sabar and Nina 
Burleigh who worked on another infamous fake of recent years, 
the so-called ossuary of James, brother of Jesus (Mazza, 2016).
On the other hand, academia should be more cautious when 
collaborating with the media, especially in profiling its message 
to fit promotional strategies. All in all, the whole affair with 
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